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 Pulsed laser wire development for 

damping rings 
 

KEK, J.Urakawa 

Toward optical cavity pulsed laser wire from CW 

laser wire keeping micron waist laser size in 

moderate optical cavity. 

Quick measurements for transverse micron beam 

profile and pico-second longitudinal beam profile 

1. Short review on CW optical cavity laser wire in damping ring 

2. Test results of pulsed laser wire to measure bunch length 

3. Design for versatile pulsed laser wire in moderate optical cavity 

4. Development and experimental plan 
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ATF 

E=1.28GeV, Ne=1x1010 e-/bunch 

1 ~ 20 bunches, 3trains, 200mA, Rep=3.125Hz 

X emit=2.5E-6( at 0 intensity), Y emit=1.25E-8( at 0 intensity) 

Two 4 mirror Cavity Compton 

BaF2 

CW Laser 

Pulsed laser 
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Laser wire beam size monitor in DR  

14.7µm laser wire for X scan 

 5.7µm for Y scan 

(whole scan: 15min for X, 

6min for Y) 

300mW 532nm Solid-state Laser 

fed into optical cavity 

CW laser wire with optical cavity 
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CW Laser wire block diagram  

Beam profile by Laser wire 

e
2 = meas

2 - lw
2 

 = e
2 – [(p/p)]2 

:measured by Q-trim excitation 
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Emittance by CW Cavity Laser wire  

< 0.5% y/x emittance ratio 

 

Y emittance =4pm at small 

intensity 
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Higher mode CW laser wire to improve 

the resolution. 
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Pulsed Laser Cavity to measure bunch length        

714MHz Cavity 

Electron repetition rate : 

357MHz Electron bunches 

Laser Repetition rate : 

357MHz laser pulses 

Scattered Gamma beam 

Compton Scattering in every 357MHz 

Phase Scan 

As an X-ray source : 

An optical cavity stores higher peak power and gets higher flux 

Gamma ray with pulse laser than CW laser.  

As Beam monitor : 

By scanning the laser pulse’s phase in the cavity and measuring 

the Compton signal count rate ; an electron bunch length profile 

is obtained.  

Pulse Laser Wire  

 (Storage laser pulses in optical cavity ): 

 

The systems for Gamma ray source & New 

bunch length monitor at a storage ring. 



Laser:  
Mode Lock: Passive SESAM 

Frequency: 357MHz 

Cavity length:0.42 m 

Pulse width: 7.3 p sec(FWHM) 

Wave Length:1064 nm 

Power:~ 7W  

SESAM: SEmi-conductor  

Saturable Absorber Mirrors  

Experimental results（Pulse Laser 

Storage） 

Cavity: Super Invar 

Cavity length: 0.42 m 

Mirror Reflectivity: 99.9% 

Curvature: 250 mm 

 (ω0 = 180μm) 

Ext. Cavity:  
τ~ 3.0μsec 

PD 

Trans. 

P.C. 
PBS PBS 

・Finesse 

measurement 

R = 99.96% 

More than  

3000 times 

enhancement. 
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Storage of laser  pulse 
Resonance condition : 

The relationship with  

laser and cavity :  

 

 

 

 

Perfect resonance :  Llaser = Lcavity 

Not resonance :  Llaser ≠  Lcavity 

 Imperfect Resonance :  Llaser ～ Lcavity 

The enhancement factor is 

the function of reflectivity, 

Δl and laser pulse width. 

Phase 

Signal flux 

Vertical 

position  

 

Count rate & Measurement 

Suppose both electron 

bunch and laser pulses have 

a Gaussian intensity 

distribution, the measured 

profile is also a Gaussian 

shape. 

The electron bunch length is  

20 ～ 40 psec (10mm).       

Laser pulse width ( FWHM = 

7 psec ; 1 mm) .                            

Laserwire beamwaist( 120um ),   

electron’s horizontal beamsize  

( 100um ). 

Laser  

beam 

waist 
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OPTICAL CAVITY and Feedback Circuit 
• Cavity length  : 714 MHz +/- 2 kHz  ( from PZT dynamic range ) 

 

• Mirrors ; The radius of curvature : 250 mm , The reflectivity :  0.997 +/- 0.001  

• Beam waist > 200 um   

Cavity length is 210mm. It is easy to adjust cavity length with short cavity. 

For cavity’s dynamic range , long PZT is used ( 10um ).  

← 

Feedback ON/OFF 

Transmission 

Mode locked 

     Laser 

Laser Rep.rate  

feedback 

Signal  

Generator 

Ring RF standard 

10MHz 

PZT voltage 

PI circuit DC 

Shoulder feedback 

system 

( OFF : background) 

By a phase detector, 

the signal is 

synchronized with 

Ring RF. 

A trombone for 

a signal delay 357MHz 

Finesse is ～ 1000 . But effective finesse is ～500 , when the length 

of cavity is 21cm. 4 times reflections occur during each laser pulse 

injection. 
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP : Optics 

Isolator 

Cavity 

Transmission 

Reflection 

Injection mirrors 

Laser head 

 λ/2  λ/4 
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Count rate  

Calculated maximum count rate is～ 2500 [Hz/mA] .  

Actual count rate is ～ 1500 because of imperfectly  

adjustment cavity length with shoulder feedback  

system.  

σ=laser beam waist 

Count rate 

[Hz/mA] 

Phase [psec] 

When bunch current is  

increased ,  the Gaussian  

shape of photons count  

rate changes. 



High finesse feedback 

on a 2-mirror cavity at Orsay 
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Recently Orsay obtained 

30000 finesse 

n/n=710-12  (linewidth=2.5kHz) 

65% coupling stable 

DC signal = power reflected 

by the cavity 

Still some optimisation to 

reduce the oscillations  
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Design for versatile pulsed laser wire in moderate optical cavity  
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Development and experimental plan 

Pulsed laser 

beam 

Electron beam 

Beam duct 

IP 

Transmitted 

laser pulse 

for the  

feedback 
Eight 5mm diameter 

Holes are necessary. 
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According to the report of research Committee on partitioning  

and transmutation cycle, we can say that about 20MeV g-rays  

are very effective and necessary for the transmutation on 14C,  
79Se and 126Sn which are impossible to transmute using  

neutron beam. 

 

Also, 90Sr and 137Cs have a giant resonance on g-N reaction. 

1. Confirmation of laser waist size is under prototype experiment now. 

2. We will order the vacuum chamber which has 4 mirrors and laser 

windows in this year. 

3. Measurement experiment will be done in next year at ATF-DR. 

My final purpose is; 


